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developed to assist the producer in controlling the 
product quality where monthly-auditing standards are imposed after 
final inspection o The control involves monitoring th~ number of de-
merits accumulated by the auditing department and finding the risk 
! that the product will be rated out of control at the end of the month • 
. ; 
Thus the method is intended to be employed in addition to present 
.• 
control techniques. 
·. Long term · sample data I is ~he basis for developing a mathematical. ' . i 
· · · model and then determining , the parameters necessary to compute the . . : . \ 
' 
risk from· the producer's standpoint. Simulation of lot to l<:>_!J changes 
' r . 
quality is used to test the· -sensitivity of the model pre..; 
sented. Based on confidence limits placed on the product quality, 
.. 
constant parameters can be used in the model with little loss of· 
. ~ccuracy .. 
\ 
Assmning that the risk is judged as too high at some pqint in 
month, the effect of taking alternate action in final inspection 
process control to improve the product quality is analyzed ·from the \ .. 
. 
strdpoillt of reducing the l'isk. Thus the producer is able to 
decisions by knowing how. the outcome is effected •. 
i: 
• '. 1· 
. . ;; 
·., . ' • ,•. '' ' '". •••• '-•--•,·-----. ·,· ...... -----·-·-·-•••·-·•••"-•' ,,•-••• • -·-·,•->'••·---··--·--·-·~~-----M ,--. . ~ .•.--_••--'"""'.•"': .C -••~,•'·'••:'•: . . - ----· -~---- --. ------~-·---·-. ... .. --. -•. --·---·------· i!ii!:!!E*-e· -~~ l!!!!E!!ilim=,~'-r~~~----__...;.....;.. ........ -------~· /____ "~~ 
r• •• , 
·;::-i .. 
' ' i 
.· ·A·. Background 
2· 
·.·· I. INTRODUCTION 
,,. .'1 A large amount ofi final inspection is accomplished by attributes, 
where ra~ticles are classified as conformin~ to.specifications or failing 
to ·conform. In inspe~ction ~or attributes, the important er~ teria is 
. " 
the number that fail to conform to a particular specificationo This 
,. 
, ·is in· contrast to variables inspection, where the quality characteris-
, .. 
tic is measured. Attributes inspection ma·y be t~ought as inspection . 
' ' 
.:,..... ___ ._ '· .. -~~---,··-·· 
using a go and no-go gage., whereas variables inspection is represented . 
by a·micrometer. 
. . Usually a manufactured product is complicated enough to require 
-~ . 
-inspection for many attributes. Each attribute is clearly defined ~s 
to whether the product being inspected has a·defect (fails to conform 
to -~ome criteria). under each attribute. · · ·In some inspection plans, a 
product ·unit is called a defective.ff it fails to conform to any one . 
of· a number of attribute_s. . ' In otber inspection plans, it is-possible 
to have a.s· many defects in each item as there are attributes. In the.· 
former case, a record is made of the number of d~fectives; while·in 
the latter, the number, of defects. · 
Acceptance :procedures often divi<:f_~ the various possible defects 
' ., 
- .. into three or four classes, depending on the seriousness of the dif-· 
ferent defects.· Here, seriousness. is judged. from th~ ... sta:q_dpoint of the 
consumer (ultimate user). The ABC* standard calls for defects to be, 










·- .. ;.A-#fP 5'_7~. 
classified as critica 1, major, and minor"' 
classifications are as follows::· 
·.~·····.· 
I . . , . . . 
·The definitions of these . 
Critical Defect: A critical defect is likely to result in · 
hazardous or .. unsafe conditions; or is surely to c.ause product 
failureo 
Major Defect: A major defect may result in reduced .product per~ 
formance as compared ·to design stand,ards; or surely cause de-
· .. ~·- creased life. 
Minor Defect: A minor . defec-t · is not l~kely to. reduce the . 
usability of the product but detracts from intended design. · 
· .function or appearance. 
If.desired, minor defects can be divided further into-two groups 
depending on their. relative importance. The more important. ·minors 
may be designated· Minor A; the· 1ess important ones, Minor B. Minor B · 
· defects may be known· ~s incidental. 
0 B. Statement of the Problem 
. 1 
' ~ . Dodge described an inspection plan by attributes for ·determining 
. . product quality in which an arbitrary weight was .. assigned to ea·ch of 
,· 
four defect classes .. Using ·the. weight, the number of defects of ··,each 
r 
., 
. ~ ' cla'ss found during inspection is combined into a single rating index. 
--·· , . ....----""' Th~s ra_ting scheme presently. is used (with minor modifications) f~r 
. ~iting purposes assuming the custC>!J!erf.s viewpoint. Such an auditing 
~ , . -· ~ 
I t~chnique assigns.demerit weights of 100, 50,.10 and 1 to defect classes 
. ,·. . . 
,.. ·-- ' - ~· · 1 . 
· and ac·cumulates the number of demerits in a sample by the. fol·l_owing 
relationship: 
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4 
" 
D = 100 dl + 50. d2 + · 10 d3 . + ·1 d4 (1) 
For each product, .a standard quality level in demerits per unit.· 
.. 
and standard variance level in demerits - squared per unit are esta-. 
. 
blished-.. :from prior sampling experience and from the quality needs of 
the customer;· · Control limits of ! · 2 sigma are set to audit the product 
·on a monthly basis according to the following relationship: 
nU-D 
(2) 
where· t = the actual ~a.ting, with zero related to expec~~d (~g.rmal) 
quality. 
n.= the.monthly sample size. 
. J. . 
. U standard quality level in dem_erits per ,unit.• 
·.· C =. standard variance level in demerits-squared per unit. 
. ,1' 
· D = the number .of demerits accumulated according to equation ·(l) 
' 
.. 
l . ' .. 
A major point to mal:<e here is that the auditing sc~eme described .. , 
. ,- ·-, 
i~ .· applied only after final inspection has accepted the product. Also, 
• • 
' 
• I the. auditing procedures- preswne that adequate '.prior· -inspection· and, . ·. 
. . . ' 
' '. 
process controls are used by the producer. 
In the above weighted attribute situation, the producer has a· 
-. prob_lem in controlling the product sufficiently within the monthly 
quality control limits. As can be seen by equ~tion · (1), t·he weighting. 
causes D 'to' ·be influenced mo·stly by t~e number of critical defects (d1); 
r· and to a slightly lesser extent, the number of major, defects (d2) ._ The 
. :'.:.~ '' 
' ' f 
. . )--, 
ro-• '''',, __ -• -- '-~·.,-.•41,·' 
•••t:TiilffE'-
C 
- _-·~.------ ·--···:·-, 
,N. 
5 
.. proportions of the defect .classifications are relatively·small, which 
forces very large samples in order to gain _sensitivity and control 
. 
. 
. the ___ p_rQ~ess o. ·---~~w~~-~-! '~---t~_e __ E.~~~~!-~_!_~~-~!_!!!~-t0~-~<!~!-~-~~~-_!._p ___ _!~~g~~----than ______ ::------~-~------------v--------~---) . 
. \ critical or major defects, which indicates that smaller samples would 
,-. ·-·· be sensitive to changes_in the process forminor defectso If infer-
ences could be dra,vn between the occurrence of critical and major 
defect~ and the occurrence of minor defects, then the product 
· control_led by relatively small samples o. As shown in APPENDIX C for a 
' typical manufactured product ·inspected under this scheme, the defect 
. classifications are independent; t_herefo'r.e_ controlling minor defects 
does not assure ·that critical and major defects are controlledl.o From 
an economic sta~dpoint, an(l in order to guarantee that sampling affords 
protection necessary to avoid shipping undesirable product·quality, 
it is imperative to accurately forecast. the lot qua.lfty from some 
minimum sample size. 
c.· Objectives and A~sumptions 
. The objective ,of this thesis is to develop a metho-d for the pro-
control the product quality where monthly auditing standards 
are imposed after finai inspection. The control involves monitoring 
accumulated demerits and' finding the risk of the product being rated . - ' 
. (• out· of control based on these accumulated demerits. Thus the.·method 
p~esented is intended-to be employed in addition to present 
spection and process control techniquesa 
It is assumed in this method that the monthly auditing· sample 
. '~ccumulate~ uniformly1 by taking intermediate samples and that each\ 
- .. , .. ···-,--~-·-· -----··- .~ - . '. - ·:· 
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intermediate sample is randomly dispersed among the prod.ucto In: other 
. v1ords, the monthly. sample is assumed .to adequately represent the . . 
. 
: "• • ·- ' • •••·- ., • C L ~-; .. ::-' --:·::-: -.-:.•, 
- ,,:.-,· 
': ' ,.../ .. ' 
quality of the mont}1_1J~.--n~o_du_ct .. ion.o _ -------- -·-----··------ . - ·-·-· ------ ____ ,, ___ - -· ---·-- ----------- -------·-·-- -----· / · · - ·--- - -- ·-- -- -·········-·-·· - - ~ --- --··· -- - -·---·-----··· -~--...---·-. -~ ---- - -
. 1. 
Prior sample data accumulated over a ~ong term is the basis for 
selecting a mathematical model to describe the probability of finding 
various levels of demerits in the sampleo The problem attacked is. 
where there are three classifications of defects; namely, critical,, 
}'.-
major_ and minoro The number of defect·s found in each classification 
(di) .is a _random_ variable; therefore the joint distribution of three 
random variables is analyzedo 
The parameters of the model are· the sample size (nl and the pro-
portions of defects (p.), which are assu~edconstante Since there l. ' . ·. . . 
appears no justification to assume that a manufacturing proces would 
· result· in· constant defect proportions, it is necessary to test the 
sensitivity of the model to changes in p.. Assuming that each p. is 1 
.1 
a· random variable, simulation is used to develop confidence interval 
. estimates on the variation of p. from lot to lot. Each defect· pro-
. 1 
' portion is assumed tr;> vary a9cording toa beta distribution, which is 
sufficiently general to take many_distributio~~l, shapes. 
Once. a number of demerits have accumulated and the producer as- · /' . 
' 
sesses the risk of having the product rate~ out of control is too 
. ) 
high, a method is . d_eveloped to analyze the effect of taking·· corrective 
actiono This action could be correcting the process, reverting to 
tightened inspection or screening* the product. 
, *Screening assumes all defective produc;t found is d'iscarded or· repaired to an acceptable ponditiono ' 
I . 
; 
1!'_ -•. -. 
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Screening normally denotes 100% illlspection, . but it may . be im-. 
pr3.ctical ·to insPect all the product. Therefore, screening will be 
. used in the context of meaning insp_E!C::1;~9.11_of _somec.p~rcentage-&:f·-~he 
---- ----.··--·--·-··---·····--.··-·· .. . . . . ·- -··· ~~ ..... ~ ... ,---- ~--···. ----- ----- ..... ----- ---------·-- ····------------- ~ ...... , ___ ,, ______________ -- .... ·-··-----------, ' - . ----:-'-----·--. . ' 
product where t_he primary purpose is removing defective units. In 
this thesis, screening at various levels is evaluated from the stand-
.. point of reducing the risk. Thus the producer is able to evaluate· 
various decisions by knowing the effect each has on reducing the risk,. 
Assuming that the risk is too high, the producer would select that 
- ' 
decision that would reduce the risk to an acceptable level, ·,, 
. . . . 
~ '. 
. --1 "· ; 
. :!1. -
Q • 
..... . . ----- •' 
. -· .'. ;. -· _: __ ;, . :. - ·---·-_ .· 
·~·.·.-···.·· 
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IIo RISI{ OF GOING·OUT OF CONTROL 
After the scheduled -monthly output of ai product has been deter-
_mine-¥,--tfie~mon-tlily--samp le--siz_e ___ to audit-·that output- i~- _,fii~d-~------When ___ -'----2--- --e._ 
tl:B.e manufacturing department starts producing that month, the audi-
ting department selects relatively small samples at periodic inter-
vals (known as intermediate samples) and accwnulates ii the number of 
demerits found since the start of the month·~ 
,, 
This chapter presents a mathematical model to compute th~ pro-
-bability that the accumulated total will be equal to or greater than 
the -2 sigma control limit at the end of the month, given that a 
number of demerits have accumulated and that a· known quantity of 
intermediate· samples have yet to be selected by the auditing depart-
ment. 
A. Independence of Random Variables 
·· In a study of the joint relationship of two or more random vari-· 
ables, it is usually necessary·to understand the statistical dependency 
-
,.:.· ~ between the random variables. ·1n this situation, dependency would - ' 
mean that occurrence of one defect -classification_ predicts the -
-.- · presence of another defect classification. - If such is the case; much 
expense is eliminated since sampling is .restricted to only one· class of 
-•• J .· defect • 
; 
The independence of the sample data is checked in APPENDIX C. 
The null hypothesis· that the random. variabl_es are independent is ac-
, 
cepted with a high level .of significance. ·As a result ,i inspection 
for minor defects cannot be used to predict critical defects or 
I 
J/,," J JI·,), • 
· ,. , 1 J •:·I,,,, •'/•'t-,•i, 111 "' I :1•·,··,1,, l· •''I•• -·1111 1 11 l•11j1111! 11•1,1., .,,1,,,.,,, ...... ,.' 
' •'l,,., ,. 
, .... , ..... ,, 
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major defects, etc., 
Be Mathematical Model 
'\ ~ The mathematical model selected to· represent the joint occur-
(\ 
- ·., . · __ ';_....._·· : ..... : ' '·-~-~ 
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rences of the random variables is the multinom~aldistributione The 
· probability density function for this distribution is given by: 
(3) . 
' i} 
- which defines the probability that the discrete random variables x1 , · 
., -~ 
x2 , .•. ,~ equal observations x1 ,x2 , .... xk, respectively .. This distrt-







x. =.n, ]. 
p .. = 1, 
]. 
· · o < x. < ·n · - ··. 
~ ].. - ,·_ .· (4.) ' 
0. < .· < 1 
··- p .. -
. 1 (5).· 
.. 
which say __ that the total number of occurrences must equal· the· total 
. n'Ulllber of trials and that the probability of finding all outcomes must 
. . 
equal absolute certainty. ' ___ . __ _,/ 
Equation (5) also says that the random va·riables are mutually·. 
· ··- ... ·exclusive, meaning here that each i'tem produced contains only one 
defect or no- defects.. At first glan'ce, this restriction would appear··-
. 1 
to rule out using the multinomial f_or ·attribute sampling where the 
number of defects in each classification is· recorded a. However,~:. be-
. ' . 
" 
'1 cau~e of the relatively low probability of. finding a def.act in a 
single unit of product, the model appears to be reasonable. ·There-
fore, defects of .any class are assumed .to occur r·~n separate units of 1 i. ;,' 
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,. productj even though. t,h,ere may be incidents where there are more than 
one defect actually present in. a single unit o 
--'j, .. .' 
The· basis fo·r estimating the pi parameters for the mod.el is the 
- - ·tL 
'\.. 
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------- -long·-term samp-ie-data acc'wnulated for a typical manufactured product a 
. Prior data becomes very valuable in that it can be used, with high 




lihood estimates are used to ef stimate these parameters from the data 
according to the equation below. 
N ., 
-~ 1 1 L. ' . 1,2,3 " (6) P. - - - r .. 1 -- • -1 n· N 1J j=l 
"' where., pi designates an estimate of pi. 
r .. is the outcome of the jth sample for the i th random variable •. · 1J 
N is the total number of observations (no •. of- samples). · · 
n is. the sample size. 
· Given the parameters, the null hypothesis that the sample data 
in APPENDIX B came from a multinomial parent population is tested in 
APPENDIX D. Assuming that the ·parameters are constant, the null hy-




. - pothesi.s is rejected at the 5% level of significance. In Chapter I·II, 
l 
4 
the .. sensitivity -of this model is determined ·assuming that the pi are .. 
_· random vari,ables, · which should more naarly -describe actual experience. 
C. · Probabi.lity of the Joint Occurrence of Defect Classifications 
The probab.ili ty or risk· of having a product accumulate enougb, · . . . ' 
. .. 
demerits for an out~of-control condition depends on .a number of 
•.• ,., 
.--I 
· variables. The . variables to be considered are: .· (i). the nwnber, -of 
' 
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some point in.the month, (2) the difference between the nwnber of de-
. merits ·that have accumulated at._that point in the month and. the number 












------- ----------------------- - ------------- . - . . . . . ·_. . 
__ ';? 
the ____ paramet-ers- relating to the -probabilities -of an. occurrence of a 
. ;J 
.critical, major, or. minor defect, and (4) the intermediate sample size. 
In this chapter, the probability of an individual defect is constant 
and the intermediate samples·. are assumed to be the. same size throughout 
the montho 
Therefore, evaluating'the risk involves combinatorial analysis of 
those joint oc~urrences of critical, major, and minor defects that will 
force the product to be rated out of control-. An illust-ration will 
· demoustrate the· procedure used. 
,· Assume that the -2 sigma control limit for a product is 740 de-. 
Jnerits, that 720 demerits have been accumulated with one more inter-.· 
mediate sample yet to take in.the month and that the.intermediate 
' ' 
. sample size is 50. Then 
. -
Risk·. = Pr{ no. demerits ~20 I n,PpP2,Pa} .. 
= 1 - Pr{ no. demerits<2o I n,PpP2 ,Pa} 
· · ·"· = l. - [:pr { no. demerits = o I n,pr,P
2
,P3 } ··· .•.. · •..•..•....... ~ ...... . 
. ·. · .. +Pr{no .. demerits =10ln,p1 ,P2 ,P3}] 
= l - [Pr { x1=o,x2::::o,x3=0 I n,pl'p2,p3} .. 




















= . - [ 50 ! (o000428)o(o003.60)0(e0454) 0 (1 .... o049428)50 l - O!-O!O! ... 
' + 50! 
<. 0 0_004_ 28) Q ( 0 00360)0 ( a 0_454) 1 (1= .049_ 42.8) 49 ]·. o! o! 1!. 
,,-·-·;.- .. _ 
= .731 
As the number of intermediate samples remaining in the month /'-·' . ( ,,·) 
. . L/ _,: . 
-cre.ases, the combinatori~l analysis problem expands greatly o For 
example,.- assume for the above problem that 700 demerits hav·e 
lated wit~ two intermediate samples· remaining. . ·• 
Let n2 = no. demerits found in the next to· last intermediate -
.sample in the month. 
= ·no·. demerits found in the 
in the month.· 
.. 
Then. 
- P .{Product is wfthin control limit at the r . ; . ' . 
. 
Pr{n2=3o}*. Pr{D1=0} 
Pr{ D2 = 20 } 
· ·. + P { D. = _10 _--} .. ·_ 
.-._ . r 2 
• 
· -·· P _{-_ - D1 _ = 0 }.· . r. . .. 
. * . 
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pr{D2 } P {n. 10} l'y. + - 10 • --
·---- -
. --- --. r 1 - ···-···- · ... ------
= 10} 




+ Pr { D2 = 0 } • 
+ pr{D2 = 0 } • 
P {n 
·r 1 
. Pr {n1 
- 20} -
0 3of --
Risk = 1 - Pr{ Prodllct will be rated within control limit} 
.,f 
· Then . 
. 
. 
. ... ····---··--·~ . .:. .... :.: .. ·-· -····-"···. . . 
· .. ·;Risk 
. •. ~ _I 
·• 
- 1 - rp r { D2 ~ 30 } . • 
+ Pr { D2 ~ 20 } • 
P. {n =o.-}···• r 1 
Pr { D1. = .10} . 
. + Pr { D2 = O } • Pr { D1 ~ · 30} ] 
. ' . : ... ·:··:: 
where the occurrence of demerits in one sample is assumed independent ... _ 
of another sample. Therefore, the probability of finding a number of 
demerits in the-next to last int~rmediate sample (D2) is multiplied . . . . . ' 
. . 
times the probability of finding the r_emaining number of demerits in. 
the last interrilEgdiate sample (D1). _ 
· Extending the procedure for as many remaining samples and accumu-:·---·- ._ ... / ---··•: '··-·-··' :---~·-~--·--.· ____ . .:.-. .... ~•"','•~•-·--"••-•---•«~••<.~• • •r-··- •• 
-
- ~---- -
. '"°~·-lflted-· deme-rit.Ievel_s.·as-· dei;-ired, . results in correspo~ding probability 
. ' ' ,_,,, -······ ........ ····· ,···. ., ... ~ ... ',,. 
. ... _. . --~ ... ,, ,_ ... 
points. A risk chart with six intermediate samples remaining are 
shown in Figure 2 (Chapter 5) • . The computer printout from a 
,( 
.......... '. . / ... .,., ' ... 
.... ; ....... :'.. ·-·· .. ' 
t ' 
- __ J .... 
. -- .~-.. --~.-----. ' ... -- ... -------------·.··.---~-·-,--~---- ··. 
- .. , -. - . -
-- -·-_-.-.-... ...-
LSL. .. r 









FORTil4N IV program written to 
"'.PPE.ND IX Ao 
----._,:..:.:.__ . ......., ____ 
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- ------------- -·-~------- ·-· -····· . ." -· _______ _;__-----::-. -.-.--·-
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IIIo SENSITIVITY OF THE MODEL 
Variabil,ity of Pi 
. :,-.. ,, I ' .I.,,~, 
; random variableso As ,me:nti<;>nedl. before, the model assumes constant 
parameters p. o . However, there is no justification that a ma:nufactu~ 
. 
. l. 
ring proces~ would result in p-roduct with a constant proportion of 
defectso The variability of pi%from day to day or week to.week is 
thought to be the major reason why a ,mathematical distribution 
cannot precisely describe the probability of obtaini_ng various joint 
occurrences., 
Borg2 also encounters this problem and removes the variability 
integrating it out,of the joint probability density function 
of the two random variables p -~d x. The technique here is to also 
assume that p. varies according·: to a beta· distribution as done by · ]. 
Borg2 and Skellam28 , but employing simulation ~-o develop c~.nfidence 
intervals. ,for Pi • 
. As a first step,· the probability density function· 




f(pt. a~~) = r(a+l3) pa-1·(1-p)i'.3-l r<a>rC(j)_ 
0 < p < 1, a > 0 , · /j > 0 where f ( a ) , f ( /3 ) and . f ( a + .. /j.) . are 
gannna functions of the a· and f3 parameters. The beta distribution 
permits representation of a wide diversity of distrj.butional shapes, 
depending on various values of its paramete,rs •. Some of these shapes 
. - - - -
- -- -





- --------------- - --~----
. ~- ·' 
' / ' 
----. ---··· ._ .. ____ ,_____ -----·-·" ~- ------------·---····-
f• 
.... , __ . ._.,. ___ -·------------....... . ,· .. ,, 
- I 
• ~-,,, • :., ,· •·•- •, '. ' ··-:··,-· ... ''-•·."'"•·-·-' '·-, ... ,· ...... K-,~.- ·---···.•', • .. ~ '. '• 
'· l'? 
are summarized by Hahn.and Shapiro (po 91).and repeated hereo 
-a> 1, f3 > 1 The dist:ribution is single peaked with the peak , 
· at ( a -1) /(a+ {j -2) 
-· ------'---------- . 
·.· a< 1, {j ~ 1 · The distribution is. reverse J shaped 
ex = 13 The distribution is symmetrical 
· ex < 1, /3 < 1 The distribution is U shaped 
The method of moments is used to determine the"· values of · a and 
(3 to. describe the distribution of each pi in the· mathematical model.· 
' 
. · 11 The following relationships are used • 
-p. (1--p.) 
1 1 
.. 2 .·.· 
- s. ., 1 ·.· 
. - "'-J 
;;i~-
. . 1 .. 
'i = ·l,2,3 
i = 1,2,3. 
""" . ~ 
. th 
· where a i an.d (j i are parameters of the 1 random · var.iable 
p. sample mean of Pi 
.. 1 
2 
. s 1. sample variance of p. 1 
• 
(8). 
. (9) .. 
For the ,sample data in Appendix B, estimates of the· parameters 
are determined using equations (8) and (9) with the .results given 
' below ..... 
. -·- . -·' ·- .. 
-- - -- - - - ------,-· -'-·- --- - -------
. ' . .. .. . 
. . . · .... -~, . 
·· Critical Defects 
,.,,,,, 
. . .. -
- ~\\ 
., 
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· /j2 = 174-.8 
I ' 
'I. . . 
·-·· -. . 
············------·- --·-·-·····•·"---------·------·~"'4---, ~tr/~ ·~-~lh4. :· 
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17 
· Minor Defects 
In the absence of observational·. data or a mathematical 
relating to the variability of an item of interest, the basis of 
using simulation is quite reasonableo For. the problem in this thesis, 
enough information is. no_t available to draw any conclusions about the 
' variatipn of the proportion o_f defects 0 
In order to. simulate from a beta distribution, it. is necessary •. 
beta variates using the c.umulative distribution funct_ion. 
,, For the beta distribution, the cumulative distribution function can 
·expressed 
F(yl a.,~) · f(a+t3) - .,. 




y is the beta variate of the random variable p. 
However,· an. explicit relationship for, equation (10) does ~. . 
. ,~ _ __.,, 
· presently exist and other means must be ·found ·to determine random 
. . 
variatesCI It is ·known that· the· beta distribution is the distribution 
of .the ratio of __ two gamm~ var.iables t 1 and ,(t1 + t 2) where t 1 and 
independent gamma · variables3 ' 13,~---
·Th~refore · 










has a beta distributiono · The parameters· of the gamma variables t 1 
and t 2 for equation (11) are determined from the beta distribution 
'· 
where t1 has parameter a · and t 2 has parameter /3 o Therefore (t1+t2) has parameter ( O! + {j) from the beta distributiono 
. Even though an explicit _relationship does not exist for the 
cumulative gamma distribution function, an iterative procedure ha~ .. 
been formulatedl8, 20 8 However, another problem develops when applying. 
the procedure to give gamma random variates for this the.sis o The 
· (3 parameters of the gamma distribution o_f t 2 for all defect classi-
' 
fications are too large for accommodation even on a large scale -.com~ 
puter (as noted in reference. 20). Therefore, an approximating pro~ 
cedure is ~ecessary to generate t 2• 
' 
' As the shape parameter of the gamma distribqtion ( 11 ) increases, 
can be shown by the central limit theorem that the gamma- distri-
approaches a normal.distributionll,17,19. Kendall and Stuart 
(p. 166) find a rather complicated polyn()mial approximation which 
·state is sufficiently accurate for > 9· .,, - . For this thesis, the 
-approximation. in Peizer and Pratt19 is used to generate gamma 
This equation takes the form . 




'fl is the gamma distribution 
is a standard normal variate 
.Z' · .· 3 
+ 3V1J). 
--,-.-,·--- ... ·--. · ........ ' ·- - ·--···---·· ----------·- -- ----·-- -- ~ -
-
. 
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19. 
The procedu~e for generating normally distributed random·vari=-
ates is derived from the central' limit theorem and can be expressed. 
3 as 
. z =. 




where Z is a· standard normal variate (zero mean and unit variance) 
Eri the sum of k uniformly distributed random variatese 
-·-'· Equation .(13) is an approximation which can .be improved by us:ing 
Teichroew' s technique3, 21 . 
. ' 
Z' = a 1z + a-Z .... 
3 + a z5 + a7· z
7 + a z9 ;:r 5. 9 .. 
· where Z is determined from equation (13) 
- a_1 = 3. 949846138 
· a3 ~ 0.25240~784 
a 5. = 0.076542912 
a7 = 0.008355968 
a9 ='0.029899776 
. 




· In summary, . to. generate random variables for each p. with para-
1 
meters _ a i and . ~ i, · it i_s necessary to generate a t 1 With parameter 
a 1 by the iterative procedure in references 18 and 20 and a t 2 with 
· ~ parameter · fji by. the equations (12), (13), and (14). A R>RTRAN IV 




- . . 
. -
. . 
program ·has been written for an IBM OS 360/50 computer to generate · ' ' ... ,.I~-_,.;,"~•" 
these random variates and analyze the oµtput. . ! 
, IJ .. ~. • • 
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. . . . .. ( 
Co· Confidence Interval Estimates 
. , 
Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate the prop~rtions. of . 
. ' . 
each defect classific~tion at random, assuming that each pi varies 
'\ 
according to a beta distributiono Asswning that each of the random 
variates 'bj are generated independently, the sequence b1 , b 2 , b3 j) o e e 
is formed for each defect classificationo As the number of simula-
n . 
tions increases, - the quantity Lb. is known to approach 
.. 1- J . . 
a normal· 
distribution3 , 22 , 23 • 
. . . J= 




E(Ebj) = n9, 
j=l 
n 
. ,vc }:bj) 
j=l 
n 
.. 2 . 
= n a·. ,. 
~bj-n9 
z = J=l . ·'. 
· av'n 
·in the -sense· that·. 





·n ..... oo 
'\. ~ ~ ~bj-n8 
. "'-,, J. =l 
P ··u < ------- <. V 
. r "'··, . 















' y'2 7r 
2 
.. __ iz c· · ... 
.· e 2 • dz · 18) 
,,. ~ . '' .. 
then z is a standard nozinal variate with distribution N·(o, 1). · To · 
develop a confidence interval for z, say 95%;_ then.Pr.[u<.,z·<v] _- = -
: 4> (v) - · <I> (,u) · = . ~5, which says that. ~e probability that z lies 
- between some points u and v :is· .95. In, order for z to be centrally-· -- . 
located between u and v, cl> (v) = .9750 and ct, (u) = .0250. 
_-;z: 
I . , 
. ·l 




- ... -~ ... - - - , .. - - -- --------
. I 
, I .· 
, 
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· ~b .. - n9 
-1.96 <L,, J . ( 
. avn 
lo96 . 
. ·- ---:·. ~. 
·- ., ,-·--- ;: : 
' ... ·-
-D j - l. 96 er Vn ( , _8 ( 1. 96 " Vn - E bj · 
n . n 
1:b. + l.96cr,Vn · L>· - l.96cry'n 
-J > 8 >--J-. ----
n n 
(19) 
· is _a 95% confidence interval estimate :for 8; which for large n is 
re,ally pi, an est·imate of the proportion of .defects in the i th 
cla·ssification. "'2 An estimate of the sample· variance u obtained 
from the Monte Carlo siipulation o:f · size n is found by 
.·. 2 n 2 1· L ·"" (b .-b) (20) (I -- • n-1 . J j=l 
where the sample mean • l.S 
n 
···. 
b - 1 
. ' - 1l' ·Lb-
·-1 J J- ... 
(21)' 
.. ,. ___ _: ___ ,,,--~- ----·'-.- ·····-----·--
. . lj· .. 
.•. 
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. _·_ '. ----~ ac~. qe t ec t __ p_r_0_port.ion--.¥at!-J1e-s--f-rom--lo~to----1-o t·~-a:na--·tnat-each fol lows · 
~----'--'-'-~-'---..,.,.----c-:-~ 
t::·. 
a beta distributione Figure 1 is a simplified representation of the 
simulation, where-each VY n X is the result of generating one defect .... 
proportion for a lot o 
:· .· ·,- ",i:, ·, ' 
X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
' 
X XX X X X X X X ·x -X 
xx X X xx X X X X X XX X· X X 
-b 
-95% Confidence: ..,___ 
_ _ __.,...,. 
Interval 
FIGURE l· 
•Simulation of a Defect .. Proportion 
The stopping rule used to.determine the Monte Carlo sample size 
-
or number of.draws on the ·distribution is when each b stochastically 
.converge·s·to .. within--.5%.of-pi. Once·this··condition··is met, then 
· the confide11ce interval· estimates are calculated -from the sample 
mean and the sample variance o · A number of tria~s, each starting 
"·· ' 
with a unique initial ''seed" ,and continuing until the stopping rule 
intercedes, were completed. The results of the various trials are not 
.,,l.'• 
signifi-~antly d'ifferent from one ano.ther when the sample values are. 
tested in the mathematical model described in Chapter.II. Table 1 
. ' 
. i 
- - ···- ---·--"~----··---·-·--r---







1. contains the results for a typical trial which required 4933 rand.om ·, .I :-
::: 
. . . 
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· 95% Confidence Interval 
00004400 . ) 
.003745 ·_ 
• 04614 
> . 82 







The int.erpretation of the confidence interval estimate is that · 
the p. defect proportion is an actual lot· quality which will fal-1 
. l. 
· between the stated intervals 95 out of 100 times (assuming that P. 
1 
yaries according to a beta dist~ution). However, the defect pro-
··portion pi will not lie in t~e interval 95% of the time .unless enough 
. -
' ,.,,.,, bj ·are. sampled to have b an accurate estimate of pi. Also-~ if a long 
. 
. "-el . 
. 
· term change is noted in p. , either becaµse the proc·ess changes or 
. . . , .·_ l. . . . . . 
from some other: reason, then the confidence intervals in Table 1 no 
' 
longer hold.· 
"' Once confidence int·ervals have been set on each pi, . the sensi-
. tivity of t.he model can be determined. Table 2 swnmarizes the results ' . 'I_,._ .. ' •. -;~. 
comparing risk values with thre.e intermediate samples remaining, when 
. A,J 
. . 
. each P. is equal to the .. interval end pointso - These .end points repre- · ---- ----1 . . . l 
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. 
samples remaining -in the month. It is seen that assmning · 
' constant pi parameter~ ·in the mathematical model yield_$ values witllin 
2%· ·of the values found by assuming the p ~ parameters are 
. 1. 
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· IVo REDUCING THE RISK 
·. r 
' Demerits are accumulatedby the auditing department·in a se-'·1 
.j 




















. . .- q,'.:.6!., 
evaluation on a computero If at some point in the mo_nth the risk is 
-------------
· assessed by the producer as too high, _ a decision can then be made to 
(1) improve the process, (2) · revert to tightened final inspection, 
(3) screen the product, or · (4) do nothing (continue · qnder existing· 
final inspection practices) and take a chance that the produce_ may 
not be rate·d out of control. ,, ........ . 
.A.ssu.mi.:n.g that the penalty cost of going· out of control out-
./' 
weighs the cost ·of. impr9ving the product quality, doing nothing is . . / 
/ 
ruled out as. an a7~t~ve. Impr()ving or correctin~ the process is 
the most desirab decision from the long range· qual1 ty e~fect and 
. . . 
desirable bee se relying on inspection to clean. up the fault of 
others doe not give complete assurance that the quality is improved • 
. ·., 
. 
However, dependence o~ tightened in'-spectioh and/or screening ~s a 
'. sho term correction may be coupled with-a long tenn objective of 
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25 
. AOQL sampling plans are dependent on screening of rejected pro-
duction lots in order to comply with the stated quality standard. 
Sc:reening is normally considered ~s 100%.inspection. It may·be 
impracticable to use 100%. inspection because it is unduly costly or 
bec~use of insufficient inspection facilities or personnelo In this 
thesis, screening is· used to denote any level of inspection in which 
: ... · . 
• 
. .., 
---·--'---·---------- --·····-·--·------·-·--·····-··----···· -· .. :····-,-·--- ' '' ' - ... ----··--·- ··- -·-·· --- , ... ,---
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· the. primary purpose is to remove product containing,· defects o The 
·I . 
reas.on for th.is stand is that so many times 100% inspection is not 
\ 
reasonable and that . some other technique . is necessa.ry---si-nce--tighteiled __ ~ ·. _·-
inspection does not always give enough assurance. Moreover, screening 
at various levels, where some fraction of the product has defects 
. . 
removed, is readily evaluat~d from the standpoint of reducing the 
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1
Usi~ng the· mathematical model developed in Chapter II, · risk 
curves· ·are generated assum'ing that scr~ening is initiated at levels 
· ·· ·of 10%, · 25%. and· 40%. The meaning of this· is that 10%, 25% and 40% 
· ot all product yet to be manufactured in the month. is inspected for -
· . all def·ects,. removing those no.t conforming• to specifications. In ' 
:effect, the propor~ions. of ~he· defects are. reduced by these -l~vels, 
the.resulting risk curves under screening are included in Chapter V 
as Figures 3,. 4. and 5. 
------ ------------ -~~----· ' . ,, .· .·_·_, - ' . . . . 
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. Vo RESULTS 
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Figure 2 shows various·constant risk lines for up to.six inter ... · 
mediate samples remaining to be taken by the auditing.departmentG The 
~- product has been programmed in FORTRAN IV language with a sample 
·· : _ print out included 'in APPENDIX A:. Only ,the results for up to six 
_ -remaining samples are· shown· because the· computer. enumeration time 
expands greatly as the number of samples increases. However, infor-
mat ion on· the risk with more remaining· samples may be obta.ined' by 
extrapolating.··_ . 
Figure 2 assumes that ·the produce.r continues under existing final 
inspection procedures. The figure then is :ti.seful for monitoring the 
-.· accumulated de.merits and. determining the risk that the au~iting 
department will. rate the product out of· control (with - 2 sigma limits)·· 
at the end of the month. From Chapter III, it is determined with 95% 
. con~idence limits that the risks in Figure 2 are within . 2% of the true'-· " 
·.value=-
···-·- .----·--- -·----- -----.-----···-···--·-·-··-- -- -:···-- .. ----·· ..... 
... -- .. , --- -·-·-----·- -·-· -··--- ___ ...... - .... -·.'. -·--- ·-
Figur~s a, 4, and 5 are generated assfiming that.the product qual-
. i·ty is improved. by the . production organization sc:reening the produ~t 
at levels of 10%, 25% and.40%. Of. course, any other procedure that 
' would result. in reducing the I?_!oportion of C_ritica·l, · Major, and Minor 
defects by the same amounts would end in the .same risk curves. Other 
procedures might entail correcting the process, tightened inspection, 
etc. 
, . 
.. ,', . 
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No.. of Remaining . Sample·s 
FIGURE 2 RISK CURVES 
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Bo Use of the Risk Curves 
• • ., .- -.-· -c~;..· •.•. • • ,------·. -.- - ~- _, •. ••• _,_, .- An example will demonstrate the use of the·se risk curveso ·-A.s'sume 
· - that the auditing department has accmnulatedl 570 · demerits with five 
----- ------
---------- ----
--- ·----··· . - ----- ' -·---------- -- ---------
--··--remaining · intermediate sampleso ln_ Figure 2, this is shovm. as an ''Xu· 
and i.s ·approximately a 50% probability that the product will be· rated. · 
.... /CJ 
-- out--of-·control at tne ena--of-'tf.femontn, ·assuinirig--the production pro=-
cess and final inspection continue under present procedures". This 
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~~fln a--a t--Ie ast --eiio-ugh demei-its for the monthly to"tal to be greater than 
the minus two sigma contrql limit. ' ' 
. ' If a risk of 50% is judge~ by the producer as too high, then 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 can be used to evaluate the effect of taking 
alternate ac~ion; · that of screening at levels of 10%, 25% and 40% . 
.-
As 'can be seen, with 10% screening of all· future products made in the · 
month, the risk drops to ab.out 35%. _At 25% screening, the risk drops 
·to ·25%; and at 40% screening, -the risk falls to. 10% (one·chan·ce in 
ten). Thus, the producer can evaluate ·the effect of .various alter-. 
. natives from an evaluation of the reduction in the risk. 
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FIGURE.4 RISK CURVES WITH 25% SCREENING 
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VI e CONCLUSIONS 
~ Assessing arbitrary weights to attributes, instead of 
considering all defects equally seri.ous, severe_ly complicates . 
analyzing the situation in that the interrelationship is multivariate ... 
Moreover,·'· mixing. the defect classifications into. a s.ingle variable,. 
namely demerits by equation (1), results in a multimodial frequency 
distribution. ln the univariate scheme, the peaks of the frequency 
distribution occur near each of the de~erit<lweights. Therefore, a 
step function results which is 'highly de.pen.dent on the arbitrary 
weights a 
Attempting to use a mathematical. model to describe the joint 
occurrences of the defect classificati6ns is difficult for these 
reasons and is also found a probl~m from the va:19iability of the 
· proportions of defects (P'i) as mentioned in Chapter III. _ The model··· 
selected is the multinomial distribution with input parameters of the 
sample size·and the proportions of defects. The multinomial.distri-
' · .bution as a model is employed to compute the probability of various 
joint occurrences of· the ·defects. Enumerating those· joint 
oc:currences that will cause tb.e product to be rated out of control· 
________ -- -- . - .---a-t----the--end of the month, given that a c,ertain number of demerits have 
---~---. -
accumulated thus,far-in the month and that the auditing department has 
a cer~ain 11um.p«;!r "of_ samples ,remaining,•. determines· the risk. from the 
producer 9 s standpoint. 
. . I 
The. multinomial distribution requires thEt-.actual. occurrences of 
'( the random varfables to be mutually exclusive, which in sampl.ing. means 
," - . -... ----···---·-··-·---.. --...... -· - '.... .. .... --- .. ·-·-· -----.---·-·'· ---~ 
-
- . - . . - - -
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that· each unit of product inspected can Jhave only one outcome;. namely, 
a critical defect or a major· defect or a minor defect or no defects., 
- - -
This·. seems to preclude using the multinomial distribution hereo However, 
the 'iproportions of defects are relative1y smal.1, so a simplifying 










. . t • . 
defect, then defects a~e assumed to occu:rr in separate units . 
Sample data accumulated under a wei ghtedl attribute· itrispection 
·. scheme for a typical manufactured. product is ·shown : in APPENDIX Bo 
This data is used · through out the thesis to develop, verify, and 
demonstrate using the models and procedures. · In APPENDIX D,· the 
. ' ' ' . 
' . . 
. . - ' . 
chi~square goodness of fit test is used to check the null hypothesis · 
that the data came from a mlil tinomial parent populationo Using con~tant 
parameters (sample size n and proportions of defects Pi), the null 





. probability is not more than • 05 that the data does ·not come from a 
. multinomial distribut·ion. However, at the· 1% · significance level the 
null hypothesis could be accepted, which means the fit is not. too ·. 
bad at the 5% level •. 
As. mentioned before, the mathematical model assumes constant 
··parameters. 
. : ' . 
' ,_ .- '' ,-
. . 
--· --- . ' ... 
-- ... : .... , .. ,., .. ... : ,_.,._. --··--· ' ----- ···--- - . - ·-· - ·- - . . ·-· - ' '"' \ . - . --- ' --The variability of P.- from 1ot to .. lot• is one of the major 
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bution and is likely to be a problem wh.en checking other distributions. · 
.. -·,· ------ " - -·.· 
. ' 
. The. variability. of'' P 1 is, att~cked by Monte Carlo simulationa· - The 
5SI 28 
assumption is· made·. that each Pi .follows a beta dis.tribution. ·. The beta ., 
distr-ibution is selecte·a·--·arbi trarily,. but.· has two. appealing 
. I 
.•. J 
., , ... .>i..._ .,.--
/ 
' .. 
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,, characteristics: l) it- is a continuous distribution where the 
. _____ : --- . '.: .... --------- ·:_ ---·--------- -·-··-- ·---· random variable is only, definecf between -0 and l, and 2) · two 
' 
. 
parameters describe the distribution, which can result in many ·\{" 
different shapes D · 
t 
•. I 
· ·. _ values stochastically converge to within · o 5% of the Pi . parameters 
found.from the datao When ,the mean values of the simulation 
stochastically converge very closely to· each Pi, . then ·the accumulated . 
simulated values.represent an accurate history of the variability of 
' ' 
P1 . At this poi~t 95% confidence limits are~determin~d to describe 
·-. how the Pi should vary in the future (assuming each Pi varies 
according to a· ·beta· distribution) .. These confidence limits are 
estimates which ·fix the maximum and minimum values of each P1. that an 
.inspection department will find 95 times out of 100. · Confidence 
limits are 1used in the mathematical·model with the results very 
encouraging. The risk calculated by constant paramet·ers in model is 
.•·.•,. . -, . 
,-- \, -·-·.: 
· ·withir1 + 2% of the risk· calculated by the maximum and minimum confidence - ' 
limits. For the producer it means that constant parameters c~n,be~-
e_mployed in the mathematical model with li t.tle ·loss of se:nsitivity· . 
.. One for.m of presenting the risk in a clear and ·straight forwa·rd. 
manner is -shown in Chapter .v. In Figure 2, constant risk lines are. 
I ., ,' • 
'. 
. ·v' 
plotted for up to six remaining sample_~ in the 01Qnth •. Then it is :. . .!.. •• : .... ·------············· ····--·,·····--·;·--·---· .. --.-· - ............ ··-·· ... . ·-~c .. .c. .... --·--···--·---·~---·-.. --··-,-· .. ·--·-··---· --············· ......................... , .... , ..... _._. __ . __ - .... , ,..... ........ ··c 
necessary for· the producer to monitor the · number of-demerits assessed, 
which then determines the risk at various stages in the month. However, 
. what alternative does the pr.oducer have if the ·risk is determined as _too. ' ' 
, '·:c_.. ". i.~ , 
' . i" . 
. \ 
' ;j" .. 
. 
. 
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high? The effect of appropriate action,. improving the product by 
--~- --~~g:r~es, "is represented by Figures . 3, 4, and 5, where the risk is 
'\ 
reduced for a given level of demeritso It seems reasonable that the 
action under a situatioriwith, say, five remaining samples in the 
month, could involve scree~_~ng variou.s_l_e.v_e_ls of----P-~duet. (-sho-rt term . 
solution)o The risk curves in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are for screening 
product at levels of 10%, 25% and 40%, · removing or repairing those 
containing· defects o Using the example mentiqned in Chapter V 
-





reduced from e 50 -to e 10 by screening 40% of all uni ts to be produced•, 
·. in the montho Thus the producer has a mechanism by which alternate 
can be evaluated from its effect·. on redu·ctng the riske 
.. · Economically speaking, and' because the producer should try to · .. 
the pro~uct quali t~>/at . acceptable levels at. all. times' the. //,· 
. / 
_.-conclusion should not b7 ,ade that the short te;rm. process of 
/ 
. . 
. / screening at the end/of the month_ ~an be relied tipon month after month. / 




-. will hopefully/have a ;long term effect, and use screening or · ... _ ·- . I . 
:tightened inspection as a last- res·ort. --The importance-·of·-t-i1e long·term 
underlined with the realization that next month (or the month 
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VI Io AREAS · FOR FURTHER STUDY 
..... ------------------ --- ~- - ·- -- - - - - - --- --- -
............. ,, ..... _ ........ . "' -··-· - :. '-· ........ , .. -,_ 
· 1 G In Chapter IV,. an example is mentioned. where screening the 
product at various levels· reduced. the probability that the product will 
be rated out of control o An application of these probabilities coul!i _____ _._ ____ ,>---/ 
---·-· ' 
--------·--------~ 
- - --- --- ---~---- - ---- --
be in fu!°ther evaluation of.the economical outcomes of certain events. 
It would seem·reasonable that the most rational decision.could be 
determined by minimizing the expected penalty cost (cost associated 
with having· the product rated out of control multiplied times · the 
· risk) plus the cost necessary to achieve the· risko · Table 3 illustrates · 
· this procedure for a set of costs. selected arbitrarily .using the . . · 
. ) 






. b. · Screen 10% $ 200 
c. ·Screen 25% $ 500 
d. Screen 40% .$1000 
. • 
. ' 




Expec·ted Penalty Cost 
3000 (G50) = $1500 
• 35· ·. 3000 (.35) = $1050 
. · .25 · 3000 ( .25) = $ 750 














.. .... cost and:--a---·COSt-·~tO-·SC-reen----t"he--product--~at-e-aeh-. level,-:-a-,irii·que__:···t-otal~---·---,~·---:--~·--~::---·. :~-· . 
. cost curve is· defin~d which ~hould be minimum at one or more points ... 
. . 
. -·--······ ·---·---- .. ------·-·····--··;··--·;••··~-.--·- ,.:· ... ·-.--- .. - .- '- . The minimum cost. point.,, would descsribe. the .. best decisio~ for. the 
producer based on the expected outcome o In· Table 3,. this would be 
when action b·or c is undertaken. However, since costs are difficult 
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38 
which may or' may not show ·that one particular type of action would be · 
;----~-.--·the best·decision most .of the' timeo 
2 o As' mentioned in Chapter I., imposing an auditing scheme 
·employing weighted attributes causes a problem controlling the 
---- ---·-- ·~ -· ---------- - --·-------------~· 
. ,: product qu·alityo Sampling plans for final inspection with weighted 
attributes remains a complicated area. One common practice is ·to 
analyze each defect classification s~parately, resulting in a 
; sampling pl;;in for each classification.27. However, only the risk 
of accepting a defect ·class is defined. Some overall rt measure of 
per~ormance, tak~ng account of the. seriousness of· the defec.t, _is needed. 
. ~ 
. Applying rejection procedures on ea·ch defect classificatjon alone 
has the effect· of changing drastically the probabilities, both of.· 
accepting what is bad and _of rejecting what is good. 5 The ·answer 
· · · .. to this problem may· be in the. computer,. where simulat.ion techniques 
employing accumulated sampli·ng data in the long run couid be used. 
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APPENDIX A 
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RISK CF GOING CU! CF CONTROL GIVEN THAT A. NUMBER OF DEMEEI'l·S HAVE ACCUMULA1ED ·THUS FAR Il\, MONTH 
MONTHLY SAMPLE SIZE= 1000 
IN!EEMEDIA1E SAMFIE SIZE= 50 STAN:CARC QUALITY LEVEL = 0 o 52 DEMERITS PER UNIT . .. STANDARD VA.Bil\I.\CE IEVEL = 130 -Q~-=~nEMERITS--SQOARED PER UNIT·· NOo · CF CE!~ER.ITS .FOR 1IiE MONTH FOR =>2 SIGMA IS 740 
' -----~ ---
NC. CF IN1ERMECIA1E 
'""" "' in r_; L E c --. ...... L' . " IN ING ~.Ml"J.C.- ' u i"<~.{Yil\ . l. L. , 
1 
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- --·-----··------···------·--"-·-··---
---------· ----- _,_ ___________ , --·,--- --· -·· 
Critical Major Minor Critical Major Minor Critical Major Minor 
•. ··1 
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__ .. l __________ · ~----7-.. --------.. __ _} 
1 4 
1 - 10. 
1 11 - -
. 5 
· ·2 · 7 
1 13 






· I 1,. 
·8 3 7 
1 9 1 4 
4· 1 4 
~-·· 7 4 
7 ·. 1 8· 
· l,.. 5 3 
7 8 
2 9 4 
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ATTRIBUTE SAMPLING DATA (Cont.) 
.. 
n ,;= 150 
· Critical Major Minor Critical Major Minor Critical Major Minor 
···-· -1------'--·--l----'-- ---6---·-~-l~ .. · . -----~--~1-5--~--.C.-.,..----~ 
. 9 1 1 11 3 6 
7 1· 1 6 /I'' 12 
12 1 ·1 .· 3 1 12 
12 2 7 
10 .· 4 ·. 1 6· 
5 6r 1 ~s 
6 2 8 14 
. 7 .·. 




. P1· - estimate of the proportion of Critical defects --
-\) . 
,,...., 
estimate of the proportion. of Major defects .00360 P2 - --
- I 
,....,, 
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' ' The. null hypothesis that the random variables are independe11t i. 
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··· · Observations: ·. 
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-· Minor 0-5 29 .. 6 20o3 
:. ;.., . 
>10 
-
24.8 17 o_l 
~ 
m 2 
= E (05-Ej) 






(29.6-35)~ c··24.s-20)2 (23.6-24) 2 -








. 2003 17 e 1 
2 · · .· .. Compare this chi .;.square . total.with X • 90 , 4 = 7. 8 
p 
,....,,2, -- 2 
_ X < X •• 90,4 
-therefore,. ·accept the null hypothe-s·is that the random variables ·are 
.. ,.- . 
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The. multinomial dist'ribution is a multivariate extension to the 
binomial, where there ·are more than two outcomes possible in a finite 
:, .. 
number of trialso .In fact, the possible outcomes in the multinomial . \ 
. 
. . . I 








are necessarily"mutually.exclusiveo This means .if one outcome o_ccurs 
-- -----
- ----
in one trial, no other outcome is allowableo In the sampling situa-
tion considered in this thesis_ for three random varialbes, the four · 
_..,,· . 
. POS~ible outcomes are observance of a Critical defect, a Major defect, 
I, , 
~~·-· -·,,...-:~_ -..-~.~-~~---~----·-··-·---- ,··-. ,. 
·' 
a Minor·. defect, or no. defect in ·each of n total trialso 
. i 
The joint probability density function 
-is a relationship for the probability that the random variables x1, · ·. 
x2 , ••. , Xk equal observations x 1 , x 2 , ••• , xk (number of times the··. 
ith outcome occurs). Parameters of the distribution are the number 
I 
of trials in the experiment, n,·_ and the. proportion -(probability)- of·-
the. i th outcome , pi , . i = 1, 2, ..•. , k. 




. - l .. 
x. · = n 
]. 
- P. ·= :L 
' + ... i-i. 
]. 
. •. - ,0 
,, (all_ outcomes exhaust the 
sample space n) 
., 
(l{ probabilities ·exhaust the 
probability sp~ce) 
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a:, A Chi-Square Goodness of Fit test is employed to check the null 





· parent population 8 Maximum· likelihood estimates of the· proportions 
of the· three.·. defects are found with the relationship 
~-·-·-----------------· ,--
· i = 1, 2, 3 
where N = numbe·r of observations. ·cn:o. of samples)· 
n = sample size ·, \' 
. / \ 
Estimates of the proportions are shown in APPENDIX B and are· 
· .· · repeated here. 
. ,..., 






These ·estimates ar.e ·used. to .form the expected· frequenctes in the 
·table below. 
o-.;.. s· 
·.·Minor · 6.-. 9 
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50 
Another table is formed from ,the observed frequencies of the 
sample dat·a o 





0 - 5· 
6 - 9 
.> 10 . 
-
' Observations· 
·~ 0 Critical 
Major 
0 2: 1 
··-~ 









The c1:1i ..... square ·is then det·ermined,· with correction for continuity ,,. 
included (see· Bryant, p. 113). 
m 
,w·2 ~ 
















-------;- -_. ·- ·----·-·-·--·-~---.-~------
---· --- - · .. [f24 ... 20.341 I-. 5] 2 [I 25-33.409 I-. 5 ] 2 + [112-s. 9011-.s ] 2 . 
+· 20.341 + . 33.409 8.907 
• 0 • = 10.38 
! 
2 which is ;greater than X • 95 , 3 = 7.815. Hence the null hypc;>thesis is 
rejected. ·.In other words, the multinomial distribution does not 
.. ' 
.·provide.a goqd "fit" to .the data at 5% level of significance.· 
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k variate normal p~obability density function 
,.., 
. ·• .. x) a column vector containing the random k. 
= (µ1 µ2 µ3 ..• µk) a column vector expressing the mean 
each random variableo 
the k dimensional variance .... covariance matrix·. is important 
no assumptions are necessary concerning the statistical·de-
·. pendency between the random variables. 
When. µ, and ? . are u.nknown, they can be estimated · from sample 
using the· principle of maximum liklihood with the .f·ollowing re-
l .t. h. 7' 6 a ions ips 
N. 
l"ttJ . 
- 1 "'"' µ.. -- L..J x· 1 N j=l _ ij' 
,..., 










It is known that the quadratic portion of the multivariate normal 
distributed as a chi-square ··d·istribution with k degrees· of freedom6 . 
. 
. ' 
. . The quadratic portion is that relationship_ 





The method of. Bates8 is used to check the null,. hypoth~sis that. 
of observational vectors came from a ·multivariate.normal 
parent .popu_lation. In this situation, each observational 
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53 , 
observations,· 
A::, J ~1 
generates a unique Q.. = (X. - 'j; ) ~ (X. - 'µ ) which falls 'into ]. . J. . 4=, l 
one cell j defined by Pearson I s Chi :..square Closeness of Fit test . 
. ,.,.,., 







·--~•-ll·"•·'• ·, ,,., ... , 
square distribution for the p. probability interval. 
. . J . 
servation in the jth interval ·if 
2 "' 2 
"' ' ' ,., t Q. is an ob-i . 
X . k. < Q.·<X ·k' p - ]. . p. j-1, . J' -1 =.1,2, ••. ,N· j = 1,2, ••• -,m,.· 
For· the set of data in Appendix B, the following table results 
2 _· <'' 
"' . "' 2 . .·cell 
• P. 
.E .· .J ·x p· 3 J 









.30 1. 4237 
5 




.60. 2;. 9462 
··. 8 
.70 r'-....,_ 3. 6649 I 
9 .so. 4. 6416 
10· 
.90 6 .2514 
~· I, 11 
.95 7.8147 
1.00 12 co 
TOTAL 
""- ·.· 
.... ___ __ 


















(0 .-E .) IE . 
. ·J J ... J 
7.5 












· 161. 56 = X 
When°USing sample data, ·the number of degrees of freedom is8 . 
(m-1) - (k/2)(k+3) for m cel],s and k dimensional multivariate normal 
distribution. 
Then.·, .compare -the,--c-hi--square total wit}J· ······ ·- .,.,.c,.-. ·" 
2 X . = 5. 99 
.95,2 
. , "'2 . 2 
But, X ,. >' X ·· 
' I ~95,2 
' i: Therefore, reject th.e null hypothesis with great signifiC:ance. 
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. FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 
·rnM aso/so 
- - - -- -- --- . - ---- - ---
-----·--·--------~ ---;:-··:-·-
Purpose: The -computer program · in this appendix calculates the 
following: 
_. ---. --------·-
----- ---·-- - - - - --- ------------·- ·---·------~----------
r 
r 
_,____..,._· ----·· -~~~(a-)-~.-rntermediate sample size to be taken by the auditing depart-'------~ -'-----,----"--·----C-: 
·! 
. ,; .. 
., . 
i.· . 
.. \ _______ -~· •. 
ment based on the monthly sample size and the number of 
samples takeno 
(b) Number -of demerits which is the -2 sigma monthly control 
· limit based on Pl:edetermined quality standards and.the 
monthly sample siz-eCD 
. .. . - -
. (c)-- Ri:sk that the prodqct will be rated· out of control at the 
end of the month assuming various levels of demerits have 
been accumulated with up to six intermediate samples re- .. · 
maining in the month. 
Input Card: 
Data 
·standard Quality Level 
Standard Variance Level 
, Monthly Sample Size 




Proportion _of Major Defects 
Proportion of Minor Defects 
Number·of Samples Taken·in the Month 
. . . 
·card Columns· Format 
1 - 4· 
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